We present a novel spectral embedding of graphs that incorporates weights assigned to the nodes, quantifying their relative importance. This spectral embedding is based on the first eigenvectors of some properly normalized version of the Laplacian. We prove that these eigenvectors correspond to the configurations of lowest energy of an equivalent physical system, either mechanical or electrical, in which the weight of each node can be interpreted as its mass or its capacitance, respectively. Experiments on a real dataset illustrate the impact of weighting on the embedding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many types of data can be represented as graphs. Edges may correspond to actual links in the data (e.g., users connected by some social network) or to levels of similarity induced from the data (e.g., users having liked a large common set of movies). The resulting graph is typically sparse in the sense that the number of edges is much lower than the total number of node pairs, which makes the data hard to exploit.
A standard approach to the analysis of sparse graphs consists in embedding the graph in some vector space of low dimension, typically much smaller than the number of nodes [15] , [19] , [4] . Each node is represented by some vector in the embedding space so that close nodes in the graph (linked either directly or through many short paths in the graph) tend to be represented by close vectors in terms of the Euclidian distance. Standard learning techniques can then be applied to this dense vectorial representation of the graph to recommend new links, rank nodes or find clusters of nodes for instance [7] , [3] .
The most popular technique for graph embedding is based on the spectral decomposition of the graph Laplacian, each dimension of the embedding space corresponding to an eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix [5] , [13] , [2] , [11] , [17] , [12] . This spectral embedding can be interpreted in terms of a random walk in the graph [10] , [14] . In the full embedding space (including all eigenvectors), the square distance between two vectors is proportional to the mean commute time of the random walk between the two corresponding nodes: close nodes in the graph tend to be close in the embedding space. Viewing this random walk as the path followed by electrons in the corresponding electrical network, with nodes linked by resistors, these square distances can also be interpreted as the effective resistances between pairs of nodes [16] .
In this paper, we address the issue of the spectral embedding of graphs including node weights. We shall see that existing spectral embedding techniques implicitly consider either unit weights or so-called internal node weights, depending on the Laplacian used in the spectral decomposition. We here consider the node weights as some additional information representing the relative importance of the nodes, independently of the graph structure. The weight of a node may reflect either its value, its multiplicity if each node represents a category of users or items, or the reliability of the associate data, for instance. Surprisingly, this notion of weight is common for vector data (see, e.g., the weighted version of the k-means clustering algorithm [8] , [6] , [9] ) but not for graph data, where weights are typically assigned to edges but not to nodes, apart from those induced from the edges.
Our main contribution is a spectral embedding of the graph, we refer to as the weighted spectral embedding, that incorporates the node weights. It is based on the spectral decomposition of some properly normalized version of the Laplacian. We prove that, when all eigenvectors are used, this embedding is equivalent to the regular spectral embedding shifted so that the origin is the center of mass of the embedding. In practice, only the first eigenvectors are included to get an embedding in low dimension. We show that these eigenvectors can be interpreted as the levels of lowest energy of a physical system, either a mechanical system where nodes are linked by springs (the edges) and have different masses (the node weights), or an electrical network where nodes are linked by resistors (the edges) and connected to the ground by capacitors with different capacitances (the node weights). In particular, the weighted spectral embedding can not be derived from the regular spectral embedding in low dimension. Experiments confirm that these embeddings differ significantly in practice.
The weighted spectral embedding can also be interpreted in terms of a random walk in the graph, where nodes are visited in proportion to their weights. In the full embedding space (including all eigenvectors), the square distances between vectors are proportional to the mean commute times of this random walk between the corresponding nodes, as for unit weights. In fact, these mean commute times depend on the weights through their sum only, which explains why the pairwise distances of the embedding are independent of the weights, up to some multiplicative constant. This property is somewhat counter-intuitive as the mean hitting time of one node from another does depend on the weights. We shall explain this apparent paradox by some symmetry property of each equivalent physical system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the model and the notations. We then present the regular spectral embedding and its interpretation in terms of a random walk in the graph. The weighted version of this random walk is introduced in Section IV. Section V presents the weighted spectral embedding and extends the results known for the regular spectral embedding. The analogies with a mechanical system and an electrical network are described in Sections VI and VII, respectively. Experiments on real data are presented in Section VIII. Section IX concludes the paper.
II. MODEL
We consider a connected, undirected graph of n nodes, without self-loops. We denote by A its adjacency matrix. In the absence of edge weights, this is a binary, symmetric matrix, with A ij = 1 if and only if there is an edge between nodes i and j. In the presence of edge weights, A ij is the positive weight of the edge between nodes i and j, if any, and is equal to 0 otherwise.
Let d = Ae, where e is the n-dimensional vector of ones. The components d 1 , . . . , d n of the vector d are equal to the actual node degrees in the absence of edge weights (A is a binary matrix) and to the total weights of incident edges otherwise (A is a non-negative matrix). We refer to d 1 , . . . , d n as the internal node weights.
Nodes are assigned positive weights w 1 , . . . , w n corresponding to their relative importances. These node weights are external parameters, independent of the graph. We denote by w the vector (w 1 , . . . , w n ).
III. SPECTRAL EMBEDDING
We first present the regular spectral embedding, without taking the node weights w 1 , . . . , w n into account. Let D = diag(d) be the diagonal matrix of internal node weights. The Laplacian matrix is defined by
This is a symmetric matrix. It is positive semi-definite on observing that:
The spectral theorem yields
where Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of L, with 0 = λ 1 < λ 2 ≤ . . . ≤ λ n , and U = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) is the matrix of corresponding eigenvectors, with U T U = I and u 1 = e/ √ n. Spectral embedding:
The columns x 1 , . . . , x n of the matrix X define an embedding of the nodes in R n , each dimension corresponding to an eigenvector of the Laplacian. Observe that the first component of each vector x 1 , . . . , x n is equal to 0, reflecting the fact that the first eigenvector is not informative. Since Xe = 0, the centroid of the n vectors is the origin:
The Gram matrix of X is the pseudo-inverse of the Laplacian:
Random walk: Consider a random walk in the graph where the transition rate from node i to node j is A ij . Specifically, the walker stays at node i an exponential time with parameter d i , then moves from node i to node j with probability P ij = A ij /d i . This defines a continuous-time Markov chain with generator matrix −L and uniform stationary distribution. The sequence of nodes visited by the random walk forms a discrete-time Markov chain with transition matrix P = D −1 A.
Hitting times: Let H ij be the mean hitting time of node j from node i. Observe that H ii = 0. The following results, proved in [10] , [14] , will be extended to weighted spectral embedding in Section IV. We denote by e i the n-dimensional unit vector on component i.
The matrix H satisfies:
The solution H to equation (3) with zero diagonal entries satisfies:
Since L + = X T X, we obtain:
We deduce the mean commute time between nodes i and j:
In view of (2), the mean hitting time of node j from steady state is:
Cosine similarity: Observe that:
This is the cosine-similarity between nodes i and j. We have:
Thus the cosine-similarity between any vectors x i , x j can be interpreted in terms of the mean commute time between the corresponding nodes i, j relative to their mean hitting times.
IV. RANDOM WALK WITH WEIGHTS
In this section, we introduce a modified version of the random walk, that takes the node weights into account. The previous results correspond to the particular case of unit weights. Recall that all weights are assumed positive. We denote by |w| = n i=1 w i the total node weight.
Random walk: We modify the random walk as follows: the transition rate from node i to node j is now A ij /w i . Thus the walker stays at node i an exponential time with parameter d i /w i , then moves from node i to node j with probability P ij . Observe that the previously considered random walk corresponds to unit weights. We get a continuous-time Markov chain with generator matrix −W −1 L, with W = diag(w), and stationary distribution π = w/|w|.
Hitting times: Let H ij be the mean hitting time of node j from node i. Observe that H ii = 0.
Proposition 3: The matrix H satisfies:
The solution H to equation (6) with zero diagonal entries satisfies:
Proof. The matrix M = we T − |w|I satisfies e T M = 0 so the seeked solution is of the form:
for some n-dimensional vector h. Thus,
Since H jj = 0, we get:
Letx be the center of mass of the vectors x 1 , . . . , x n :
Thus the mean hitting times are the same as without node weights, up to the multiplicative constant |w| and the shift of the origin to the center of massx of the vectors x 1 , . . . , x n . In particular, the mean commute time between any nodes i and j depends on the weights through their sum only:
The mean hitting time of node j from steady state is:
Cosine similarity: Let:
This is the cosine-similarity between nodes i and j. We obtain as above:
In particular, the relative mean commute times, as defined by (5) , depend on the weights w 1 , . . . , w n through the center of massx of the vectors x 1 , . . . , x n only.
V. WEIGHTED SPECTRAL EMBEDDING We now introduce the weighted spectral embedding. The generator matrix −W −1 L of the weighted random walk is not symmetric in general. Thus we consider the following normalized version of the Laplacian, we refer to as the weighted Laplacian:
This matrix is symmetric, positive semi-definite on observing that:
In the particular case where W = D, this is known as the symmetric normalized Laplacian. The spectral theorem yields
whereΛ = diag(λ 1 , . . . ,λ n ) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of L W , with 0 =λ 1 <λ 2 ≤ . . . ≤λ n , andÛ = (û 1 , . . . ,û n ) is the matrix of corresponding eigenvectors, withÛ TÛ = I andû 1 = √ π. We have the following explicit expression for the pseudo-inverse of the weighted Laplacian:
Proposition 5: The pseudo-inverse of L W is:
Let M be the matrix defined by the right-hand side of (9) . Using the fact that Le = 0, we get:
which proves that M is the pseudo-inverse of L W .
Generalized eigenvalue problem: Let V = W − 1 2Û . We have LV = W VΛ, with V T W V = I. Thus the columns v of the matrix V are solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem:
with corresponding eigenvalues λ =λ 1 , . . . ,λ n . The first column, associated to the eigenvalueλ 1 = 0, satisfies v ∝ e, while the others satisfy w T v = 0. Spectral embedding:
The columns y 1 , . . . , y n of the matrix Y define an embedding of the nodes, we refer to as the weighted spectral embedding. As for the regular spectral embedding, the first component of each vector y 1 , . . . , y n is equal to 0. Since Y w = 0, the center of mass of y 1 , . . . , y n lies at the origin:
The Gram matrix of Y is:
In view of Proposition 5,
Thus the considered weighted spectral embedding is equivalent to the regular spectral embedding, shifted so that the origin is the center of massx. In particular, the distances between vectors in the embedding space can be interpreted in terms of mean hitting times of the random walk, as shown in Section IV.
VI. A MECHANICAL SYSTEM
Consider the mechanical system consisting of n point particles of respective masses w 1 , . . . , w n sliding along a bar without friction. Particles i and j are linked by a spring satisfying Hooke's law with stiffness A ij .
Eigenmodes: Assume that the bar has a uniform circular motion with angular velocity ω around some fixed axis. We denote by v 1 , . . . , v n the locations of the particles along the bar, with the axis taken as the origin. By Newton's second law of motion, the system is in equilibrium if and only if ∀i = 1, . . . , n,
If v = 0, then v is a solution to the generalized eigenvector problem (10) with eigenvalue λ = ω 2 . We refer to these equilibrium states as the eigenmodes of the mechanical system. The first eigenmode v ∝ e, for ω 2 = 0, corresponds to the absence of motion. The other eigenmodes give the possible angular velocities of the system, equal to the square roots of the eigenvaluesλ 2 , . . . ,λ n of L W . Any such eigenmode v satisfies w T v = 0, meaning that the center of mass of the system is at the origin.
Potential energy: The mechanical potential energy of the system in any state v is:
If v is an eigenmode of the mechanical system, this is equal to:
As v T W v is the moment of inertia of the system and λ = ω 2 is the square of the angular velocity, this corresponds to the angular kinetic energy. For a unit moment of inertia v T W v = 1, we obtain λ = v T Lv, so that the eigenvalues of the weighted Laplacian L W can be viewed as (twice) the levels of energy of the eigenmodes, for unit moments of inertia. The weighted spectral embedding reduced to the s first eigenvectors of L W can then be interpreted as that induced by the s eigenmodes of lowest potential energies of the mechanical system, for unit moments of inertia. Dirichlet problem: Assume the positions of the point particles i and j are set to 1 and 0, respectively, for some fixed pair i = j. Let v be the vector of positions at equilibrium, in the absence of rotation. By Newton's first law of motion,
for some constant F equal to the force exerted on both i and j (in opposite directions). This force does not depend on the masses of the point particles.
The solution to this Dirichlet problem is:
for some constant γ. Using the fact that v i = 1 and v j = 0, we get:
Observe in particular that v k ∈ [0, 1] for all nodes k. The mean hitting time of node j from node i by the random walk, given by (7) , satisfies:
wherev is the center of mass of the system:
By symmetry, the center of mass of the system when the positions of the point particles i and j are set to 0 and 1, respectively, is 1 −v so that:
This symmetry in the solutions to the Dirichlet problem explains why, unlike the mean hitting times, the mean commute times depend on the weights through their sum only. The mean commute time between two nodes of the graph is inversely proportional to the force exerted between the two corresponding point particles of the mechanical system, which is independent of the particle masses.
VII. AN ELECTRICAL NETWORK
Consider the electrical network induced by the graph, with a resistor of conductance A ij between nodes i and j and a capacitor of capacitance w i between node i and the ground. The move of electrons in the network is precisely described by the random walk defined in Section IV.
Eigenmodes: Let v(t) be the vector of electric potentials at time t, starting from some arbitrary initial state v. By Ohm's law,
The solution to this differential equation is:
If the initial state v is a solution to the generalized eigenvector problem (10), we obtain:
Since the eigenvectors of L W form a basis of R n , any initial state v can be written as a linear combination of solutions to the generalized eigenvector problem, we refer to as the eigenmodes of the electrical network. The first eigenmode v ∝ e, for λ = 0, corresponds to a static system, without discharge. The other eigenmodes give the possible discharge rates of the system, equal to the eigenvaluesλ 2 , . . . ,λ n of L W . Any such eigenmode v satisfies w T v = 0, meaning that the total charge accumulated in the capacitors is null. Energy dissipation: The energy dissipated by the resistors for the vector of electric potentials v is:
If v be an eigenmode of the electrical network, this is equal to
Observing that 1 2 v T W v is the electrical potential energy of the system, we deduce that λ can be viewed as the energy dissipated by the resistors for a unit electric potential energy. In particular, the weighted spectral embedding reduced to the s first eigenvectors of L W can be interpreted as that induced by the s eigenmodes of lowest energy dissipation of the electrical network, for unit electric potential energies.
Dirichlet problem: Assume the electric potentials of nodes i and j are set to 1 and 0, respectively, for some fixed pair i = j. Let v be the vector of electric potentials at equilibrium. By Kirchoff's current law,
for some constant I equal to the current flowing from i to j. This Dirichlet problem is the same as for the mechanical network, and thus the same results apply. In particular, we get:
Note that I is the intensity of the current generated by a unit potential difference betweeen i and j. Its inverse is known as the effective resistance between i and j. The mean hitting time of node j from node i by the random walk satisfies:
where q is the total charge accumulated in the capacitors:
The equality (11) can be seen as a consequence of Little's law, as I is the intensity of electrons entering the network and q the mean number of electrons accumulated in the network. By symmetry, the total charge accumulated in the capacitors when the respective electric potentials of i and j are set to 0 and 1 is:
so that:
Again, the symmetry in the solutions to the Dirichlet problem explains why the mean commute times depend on the weights through their sum only. The mean commute time between two nodes of the graph is proportional to the effective resistance between the two corresponding points of the electrical network, which is independent of the capacitors.
VIII. EXPERIMENTS We now illustrate the results on a real dataset. The considered graph is that formed by articles of Wikipedia for Schools 1 , a selection of articles of Wikipedia for children [18] . Specifically, we have extracted the largest connected component of this graph, considered as undirected. The resulting graph has 4,589 nodes (the articles) and 106,644 edges (the hyperlinks between these articles). The graph is undirected and unweighted. Both the dataset and the Python code used for the experiments are available online 2 .
Global clustering: We first apply k-means clustering 3 to the following embeddings of the graph, each in dimension s = 100:
• the regular spectral embedding, X, restricted to rows 2, . . . , s + 1, sayX; • the shifted spectral embedding,X −Xπ1 T , where π = w/|w| and 1 is the s-dimensional vector of ones; • the weighted spectral embedding, Y , restricted to rows 2, . . . , s + 1, sayŶ . Here the vector of weights w is taken equal to d, the vector of node degrees. In particular, the weighted spectral embedding is that following from the spectral decomposition of the normalized Laplacian, D − 1 2 LD − 1 2 . Observe that the first row of each embedding X and Y is equal to zero and thus discarded. Each embedding is normalized so that nodes are represented by s-dimensional unitary vectors. This is equivalent to consider the distance induced by the cosine similarity in the original embedding. In particular, the regular and shifted spectral embeddings give different clusterings. Table I shows the top articles of the clusters found for each embedding, when the number of clusters is set to 20, with the size of each cluster. The selected articles for each cluster correspond to the nodes of highest degrees among the 50% closest nodes from the center of mass of the cluster in the embedding space, with unit weights for the regular spectral embedding and internal node weights d for the shifted spectral embedding and the weighted spectral embedding. The first observation is that the three embeddings are very different. The choice of the Laplacian (regular or normalized) matters, because the dimension s is much smaller than the number of nodes n (recall that the shifted spectral embedding and the weighted spectral embedding are equivalent when s = n). The second observation is that the weighted spectral embedding seems to better capture the structure of the graph. Apart from the first cluster, which is significantly larger than the others and thus may contain articles on very different topics, the other clusters look meaningful. The regular spectral embedding puts together articles as different as Meteorology, British English and Number, while the shifted embedding groups together articles about Sanskrit, Light and The Simpsons, that should arguably appear in different clusters.
Selective clustering:
We are now interested in the clustering of some selection of the articles. We take the 667 articles in the People category. A naive approach consists in considering the subgraph induced by these nodes. But this is not satisfactory as the similarity between articles in the People category depends strongly on their connections through articles that are not in this category. Indeed, the subgraph of nodes in the People category is not even connected. Our approach consists in assigning a multiplicative factor of 10 to articles in the People category. Specifically, we set w i = 10 × d i if article i belongs to the People category, and w i = d i otherwise. We compare the three previous embeddings, for this vector of weights. Table II shows the top articles in the People category for the 20 clusters found for each embedding. The selected articles for each cluster correspond to the nodes of highest degrees in the People category. Observe that the last cluster obtained with the regular spectral embedding has no article in the People category. Again, the impact of weighting is significant. The weighted spectral embedding, which is adapted to the People category, seems to better capture the structure of the graph. Except for the first, which is much larger than the others, the clusters tend to group together articles of the People category that are closely related.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel spectral embedding of graphs that takes node weights into account. We have proved that the dimensions of this embedding correspond to different configurations of an equivalent physical system, either mechanical or electrical, with node weights corresponding to masses or capacitances, respectively.
A practically interesting consequence of our work is in the choice of the Laplacian, when there are no other information on the node weights than the graph itself. Thanks to weighted spectral embedding, we see that the two versions of the Laplacian, regular and normalized, correspond in fact to two relative importance of nodes, given respectively by unit weights and internal node weights.
